Quality Frameless Solutions
Our Frameless Screens:

Available Styles

Are installed with the utmost care,
including properly plugged and drilled
holes, minimal and even gaps, and extratidy seals and pre-seals.

Tabicat specialize in 8-10mm frameless
screens; however, shower screens with
header systems are also available in 6mm
glass. Screens can be designed for 180°
front-only, 90° or 135° showers, bath
showers, or even showers with irregular
angles.

Use the finest quality solid brass hinges
with stainless steel springs, available in
many attractive finishes.

Style with Substance
A quality frameless shower screen is a
stunning
enhancement
to
your
bathroom. However, not all frameless
screens are alike; cheap, imported glass,
inferior hardware and untidy seals can
ruin the clean and modern look a
frameless screen is meant to provide.
Tabicat frameless screens are carefully
custom-measured and fitted, and made
using only the finest materials.

Are made from locally manufactured
toughened glass which meets Australian
standards.

10mm frameless screen, designed
to suit an existing irregular hob.

Detail of solid brass shower-to-wall bracing.

We also offer the Serenity frameless
sliding system, as well as a hybrid bifold
which utilizes the best of two systems to
create a unique and extremely strong
bifold folding shower door.

Glass-to-ceiling support solid brass support bars are
also available as an attractive option for panels.
These solid brass hinges are rated at 50,000+ cycles,
unlike cheaper hinges which are only covered for
5,000. Available in chrome, satin, brushed nickel,
copper, bronze, white and gold.

Can be designed using additional
options such as bracing and/or support bars,
polycarbonate strike for water deflection,
and 180° hinge systems.

Serenity Frameless Sliding Shower Screen.

Use custom D-mold threshold to hide
waterproofing lines and give your shower
screen a clean, consistent seal.

The robust design of the solid brass hinges used in
Tabicat showers, compared to a cheap, skeletonized
pressed metal hinge, which was removed from an
existing brand new shower due to complete failure.

Custom D-mold threshold with floor clamps.

Hybrid Bifold Screen.
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